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About a hundred of creative governance projects from around the world to be showcased at the Paris Peace Forum

The Paris Peace Forum continues to demonstrate that in a deteriorated international environment it is still possible to advance governance solutions and launch new initiatives to tackle the global challenges of our world. But it will require entrepreneurial ideas and contributions from all actors—including states, international organization, and civil society—if we are going to succeed.

A universal Call for Projects

In response to its annual Call for Projects, the Paris Peace Forum received more than 700 applications from project leaders in 115 countries seeking to expand their impact by participating in the 2019 Forum event. The one hundred projects chosen by the Selection Committee reflect a truly global perspective, representing all regions of the world. This year, nearly half (48%) are already implementing their projects across several continents or globally. Others are predominantly concentrated in Africa (12%), Asia (11%), Central and Latin America (10%), and the Middle East (7%).

A diversity of actors

Multi-stakeholder solutions are the key to addressing today’s complex global challenges. Crafting solutions together is the only path forward. The selected projects are led by several types of organizations, in particular states (9 projects), international organizations (16 projects), NGOs (36 projects), foundations (5 projects), and think tanks (6 projects)—reflecting some of the many actors that are actively working to make change happen.

Solutions to go beyond rhetoric

The Forum is centered on those who implement concrete solutions to the cross-cutting challenges of today’s world. From 11 to 13 November at la Grande Halle de La Villette in Paris, these selected project leaders will be able to showcase their innovative work in areas of peace and security, development, environment, new technologies, inclusive economy, and culture & education. It will be an opportunity for them to develop, energize, and raise visibility to their project by reaching thousands of actors from across sectors and specialties. Their participation will also bring invaluable practical insight to the Forum and facilitate the exchange of best practices on the most pressing challenges the world faces.

“The selected projects represent a wide variety of solutions to make this planet a better place.”

Justin Vaïsse, Director General
LIST OF THE PROJECTS

1. PEACE & SECURITY
2. DEVELOPMENT
3. ENVIRONMENT
4. NEW TECHNOLOGIES
5. INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
6. CULTURE & EDUCATION
#EXTREMELIVES
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (UNDP)
International Organization

#ExtremeLives explores themes related to violent extremism through conversation-style interviews broadcasted on Facebook Live. The project is a new tool to achieve peace and security that uses capacity-building and knowledge sharing to provide a platform, information, and inspiration for vulnerable communities to discuss the impacts of extremist narratives at both a local and transnational level.

#JASHSTAN: SUPPORTING THE WAVE OF YOUTH PEACE LEADERS IN KYRGYZSTAN AND CENTRAL ASIA
SEARCH FOR COMMON GROUND
Belgium

Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Kyrgyzstan

The youth program #JashStan aims to modify the role of youth in preventing violent extremism and building peace by transforming them into peace promoters. The program opens up a new avenue for feedback to the United Nations on the application of UNSCR 2250 in Kyrgyzstan and for the recently adopted follow-on resolution 2419 on youth, peace, and security.

ACTIVATING VILLAGE COURTS IN BANGLADESH PHASE II PROJECT
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Bangladesh
International Organization

Asia, Bangladesh

The Activating Village Courts in Bangladesh Phase II Project aims to make village courts functional. Village courts are a local justice delivery mechanism that has the potential to strengthen local authorities and institutions and make them more responsive to local needs. They function as a bridge between informal and formal justice institutions and provide a level of affordable, quick, and accessible justice for all.

BUILDING PEACE TOGETHER
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
Belgium

Individual states, guided by self-interest, are not likely to prioritize conflict prevention. This project brings together the three largest multilateral actors working with crisis-affected countries the European Union, the United Nations, and The World Bank. In 2019, the three institutions will launch an updated Joint Declaration that will demonstrate the tools and framework that guide support to governments, and how this support links to the changes each institution has put in place to respond to crises.

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON GOVERNMENT, CRIME, VICTIMIZATION AND JUSTICE
UNITED NATIONS OFFICE ON DRUGS AND CRIME (UNODC)
International Organization

International, Mexico and South Korea

The UNDOC Center of Excellence for Statistical Information on Government, Crime, Victimization, and Justice supports, through a regional focus, the collection, exchange, and analysis of statistical information on government, public security, victimization, and justice. The projects developed by the Centre include methodological support for the collection of data, production of standard crime classifications, and analysis of crime and justice statistics, trends and figures.
CIVIC JUSTICE MODEL IGNITES CHANGE IN MORELIA, MEXICO
COMISION MUNICIPAL DE SEGURIDAD DE MORELIA
Mexico
Latin and Central America, Mexico
The Civic Justice Model aims to prevent conflict escalation in Morelia, Mexico, through 5 approaches: Empowering municipal civic courts to better represent all citizens; Promoting public and oral hearings; Promoting on-site, problem-oriented policing and strengthening police mediation skills; Promoting coexistence measures to address the underlying drivers of the conflict; and Implementing alternative solutions.

COUNTERING SERIOUS CRIME IN THE WESTERN BALKANS
DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FÜR INTERNATIONALE ZUSAMMENARBEIT (GIZ)
Germany
Eastern Europe & Central Asia
The Countering Serious Crime in the Western Balkans project supports the realization of cooperation agreements with multiple European Union (EU) agencies and enhances the communication to better investigate serious and organized crime across borders and reach just prosecutions. Regional and national institutions of the Western Balkans and the EU are more effectively cooperating to fight serious and organized crime. The project is unique in its practical approach allowing the partner institutions to receive quick, high quality advice that takes EU best practices into account.

CRIMARIO : ROUTES MARITIMES CRITIQUES EN OCÉAN INDIEN
EXPERTISE FRANCE
France
Africa, Comoros, Kenya, Seychelles, Mauritius, Madagascar
The CRIMARIO project aims to strengthen maritime safety in the Indian Ocean by supporting the development of maritime situational awareness in order for them to operate in a collective and coordinated manner. CRIMARIO proposes several tools such as a platform for information sharing and incident management, the creation of a regional network, and workshops for regional and administrations cooperation.

DONNER UNE VOIX AUX VICTIMES DU CONFLIT DE 2012, EN PARTICULIER LES FEMMES ET LES MINEUR.ES, DANS LE PROCESSUS DE JUSTICE TRANSITIONNELLE VISANT LA RESTAURATION D’UNE PAIX DURABLE AU MALI
AVOCATS SANS FRONTIERES CANADA
France
Africa, Mali
Avocats sans frontières Canada presents a project which facilitated reconciliation and peace in Mali. Through social dialogue, activities that allowed an appropriation of human rights and of equal rights, the strengthening of justice access as the support of effective implementation of transitional justice mechanisms, this projects contributed to the prevention of violence, the reduction of tensions and the fight against the spread of terrorism in Mali.
EFFECTIVE WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION MANAGEMENT IN A CHANGING DDR CONTEXT
UNITED NATIONS DEPARTMENT OF PEACE OPERATIONS AND UNITED NATIONS OFFICE FOR DISARMAMENT AFFAIRES (UNODA)
International Organization
The objective of this project is to develop a practical and user-friendly toolkit as well as accompanying training and guidance materials to enable practitioners to design effective, tailored disarmament and arms regulations operations which are guided by the most relevant, globally accepted standards, and consistent with international and regional commitments of governments.

ELECT THE COUNCIL
INSTITUTE FOR SECURITY STUDIES (ISS)
South Africa
International
Elect the Council is an international campaign for the reform of the United Nations Security Council. At the heart of its approach is the need to move from a competitive system based on national interests to collaborative and principle-based management of global security in an interdependent world.

GENERATION EQUALITY FORUM
UNITED NATIONS ENTITY FOR GENDER EQUALITY AND THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN (UN WOMEN)
International Organization
International Organization, France and Mexico
The Generation Equality Forum is the most important summit for gender equality and women’s rights of the last 25 years. Initiated by UN Women, cochaired by France and Mexico, and hosted by Paris in July 2020, this summit will bring together a hundred of NGOs, activists of civil society, with "champions" states strongly committed in the promotion of equality. The summit aims to celebrate the progress since the Pekin Summit in 1995, review the current state of women’s rights around the world, and to bring together multi-stakeholders coalitions (states, NGOs, private sector, etc.) who will lead this cause. It is part of the process of the 2030 Agenda.

GEO-ENABLING INITIATIVE FOR MONITORING AND SUPERVISION (GEMS)
WORLD BANK GROUP
International Organization
International
The Geo-Enabling Initiative for Monitoring and Supervision (GEMS) leverages field-appropriate technology for digital data collection and analysis to enhance the transparency and accuracy of Monitoring and Evaluation and increase the accountability of third-party monitoring. GEMS provides a platform for remote supervision, real-time safeguard monitoring, and portfolio mapping for coordination across projects and partners.
GLOBAL PRIZE FOR LAWYERS
CHAMPIONING WOMEN’S RIGHTS
ALLEN & OVERY LLP
United Kingdom
International
The Global Prize for Lawyers Championing Women’s Rights rewards and offers support to lawyers making strides in the advancement of women’s rights, in particular in the Global South. The prize aims to provide support and empower lawyers in the context of women’s rights and raise the profile of the work of those lawyers.

GOVERNANCE AND PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PROJECT
ASOCIACION PARA UNA SOCIEDAD MAS JUSTA
Honduras
Latin and Central America, Honduras
The Governance and Public Management Project strengthens Honduras’ security institutions to overcome both corruption and inefficiencies. Using a multi-pronged strategy, the project contributes to the reduction of violence in Honduras and the construction of a durable peace.

INUKA! COMMUNITY-LED SECURITY APPROACHES TO VIOLENT EXTREMISM IN COASTAL KENYA
SEARCH FOR COMMON GROUND
Belgium
Africa, Kenya
The overall goal of the Inuka! project is to build increased trust and collaboration between key community stakeholders to prevent radicalization and violent extremism in coastal Kenya. In 2018, the Mvyuvi ID has resulted in the lifting of the night fishing ban in Lamu county which was having an adverse effect on the livelihood of the Coastal fisher population.

MOTHERSCHOOLS: PARENTING FOR PEACE
WOMEN WITHOUT BORDERS (WWB)
Austria
International
The MotherSchools: Parenting for Peace Model is a community-based intervention strategy to upgrade existing social services by providing local stakeholders with the structures, tools, and skills to counter extremist ideologies. It focuses on gender-based peacebuilding strategies that harness the strength of civil society in building a new women-led security architecture from the bottom-up.

PEACE & GREEN BOAT
KOREA GREEN FOUNDATION
South Korea
Asia, South Korea and Japan
Peace & Green Boat is an annual cruise ship voyage program offering a unique opportunity for the citizens of South Korea and Japan to travel together across East Asia. Since its inception in 2005, its organizers have striven to promote mutual understanding between the two neighbors about historical issues. The unique spatial nature of a cruise makes easier for 1,000 Korean and Japanese participating in the journey every year to socialize and understand each other.

PRINCIPLES FOR INCLUSIVE PEACE PROCESSES
INTERPEACE
Switzerland
International
After identifying some of the fundamental challenges to peace processes today, there is a need to re-think the way these processes are conceived and structured. This project aims to commence a global participatory process that will establish a new normative framework and standard to guide inclusive and effective peace processes.
STRENGTHENING WOMEN’S ROLE IN PEACE
INTERNATIONAL ALERT
United Kingdom
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Afghanistan
At a time of great uncertainty for Afghanistan’s future, the protection of women’s rights has been a central talking point for all actors in the country and is essential to any potential future peace process. This project showcases a method that has proven successful in engaging women from a variety of backgrounds across the country in order to understand their specific issues and feed them into a national level process.

UN BUSINESS AND HUMAN SECURITY INITIATIVE: PROMOTION OF THE HUMAN SECURITY BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS TOWARDS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF SDGS
LONDON SCHOOLS OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE – LES IDEAS
United Kingdom
International, Colombia, Liberia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Mexico
The project proposes a new model of multi-stakeholder collaboration and associative governance between the private sector, local communities, government and other stakeholders that enables the development of more effective responses to complex situations of conflict and fragility. The Human Security Business Partnership is a guidance mechanism to help set up and sustain this new model of dialogue and action, as well as its application tools to make collaboration work more effectively.
DEVELOPPEMENT

CITIZEN HELPDESKS
ACCOUNTABILITY LAB
Mali
International
A governance tool pioneering citizen voice and building trust, the Citizens Helpdesks started after the 2015 Nepal earthquakes as a way to gather information, validate decision-making and connect citizens to people in power. The Helpdesks provide an alternative, bottom-up and grassroots process of development, solving immediate problems and building decision-making legitimacy over time. Local volunteers collect data on community needs and feed that up to decision-makers at all levels. The teams then feed decisions back down to communities and work with citizens to solve problems with local power-holders, creating a powerful feedback loop that ensures citizen voice, holds decision-makers accountable, and builds trust. The effort has now expanded beyond Nepal to Liberia and Mali.

COMMUNITY COHESION THROUGH COMMUNITY MEDIA
BBC MEDIA ACTION
United Kingdom
Middle East, Iraq
This project supports and improves independent local media platforms and content, through which Iraqis can engage more effectively in dialogue with local and central government, access accurate information and be more resilient in the face of divisive rumors and sectarian narratives.

DEVELOPMENT OF PEDAGOGICAL AND PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH FOR THE PRODUCTION OF NON-NARCOTIC PRODUCTS FROM COCA LEAVES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF CAUCA – COLOMBIA
FUNDACION TIERRA DE PAZ
Colombia
Latin and Central America, Colombia
The project establishes a legal route to facilitate the transformation of the coca leaf into marketable products nationwide, considering the current Colombian legal framework and the opportunities it offers to coca-growing communities. This proposal can be replicated nationally in communities that have traditionally cultivated coca and that are willing to diversify their rural economy as a strategy that demonstrates resistance, food autonomy, and territorial sovereignty.

EVALUATION OF RIGHT TO INFORMATION IMPLEMENTATION IN KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWAA, PAKISTAN
KOREA PETROCHEMICAL IND. CO. (KPIC)
Pakistan
Asia, Pakistan
Secrecy has been the rule, and the disclosure of information an exception, throughout the history of Pakistan. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa became the first province to develop an effective Right to Information with the aim to ensure the citizen’s constitutional right by providing access to the information held by public bodies. The process has predominantly dragged attention to corruption and exposed potholes in the system.

COMBATTRE LE TRAVAIL DES ENFANTS DANS LES MINES DE COLBALT EN REPUBLIQUE DEMOCRATIQUE DU CONGO (COTECCO)
INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION (ILO)
International Organization
Africa, Democratic Republic of Congo
The main objective of the project is to support the efforts of the government of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and other key actors in eradicating child labor in colbalt supply chains. The project aims to initiate substantial and structural changes in approaches based on policies and practices in terms child labor eradication in DRC.
INNOVATIVE MODEL FOR URBAN INCLUSION THROUGH ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL SERVICES

EAU ET VIE
France
*International, Bangladesh and Côte d’Ivoire*

EAU et VIE was created in 2018 to improve the living conditions of the most disadvantaged populations living in the precarious urban areas, focusing its actions in six fields: access to water, sanitation, waste management, hygiene awareness, firefighting, and community building.

INTEGRATED MAJI INFRASTRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE INITIATIVE FOR EASTERN CONGO

MERCY CORPS
United States
*Africa, Republic Democratic of Congo*

Mercy Corps’ IMAGINE programme—Integrated Maji Infrastructure and Governance Initiative for Eastern Congo—began in 2015 and ends in 2021. IMAGINE partners with Congolese national and provincial authorities, with a national water utility company, the private sector and civil society to transform water governance amid a protracted crisis. It aims to improve the availability of clean water for one million vulnerable people in Goma and Bukavu.

INTERNATIONAL URBAN COOPERATION (IUC) ASIA
RAMBOLL
Denmark
*Asia*

The IUC program boosts international urban cooperation with European Union partners in Asia and the Americas. As cities grow, this demographic change puts many urban areas under significant strain, with local governments often struggling to meet higher demands for energy, water, health, education and transport services. The IUC program aims to enable cities in different global regions to link up and share solutions to common problems, set ambitious targets, forge lasting partnerships, test new initiatives, and boost their international profile. It is part of a long-term strategy by the European Union to foster sustainable urban development in cooperation with both the public and private sectors, as well as representatives of research and innovation, community groups and citizens.

MÉDIASAHEL
CFI
France
*Africa, Burkina Faso, Mali and Niger*

The overall objective of MediaSaheb is to promote through media, social and political inclusion to young individuals facing the crisis in the Sahel (Burkina, Mali, Niger). It offers youth better access to reliable and gender-sensitive information and facilitates their inclusion in the public debates of the region.

MODEL DRUG LAW – NATIONAL ENGAGEMENT IN WEST AFRICA AND REPLICATION IN ONE REGION
GLOBAL COMMISSION ON DRUG POLICY
Switzerland
*Africa*

The project will target national policy makers, key civil society organizations, and journalists to significantly and sustainably strengthen the capacity for improved drug laws in West Africa. Given significant similarities, a replication for Eastern and Southern Africa where countries are
affected by a heroin trafficking route is planned.

PASED: A PIONEERING MODEL FOR COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT
IDEA FOUNDATION
Armenia
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Armenia
The Private Agency for Social and Economic Development (PASED) is an innovative approach to redefine the role of the private sector in the field of development. Piloted in Armenia, the ambition is to replicate its core principles and methodologies in 25 countries with similar socio-economic, demographic, and geographic characteristics.

POSITIVE STRATEGIES
NOVOSIBIRSK REGIONAL PUBLIC ORGANIZATION (NGO)
Russia
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Russia
The project aims to support socially oriented NGOs working in the field of prevention and support of persons with HIV infection and other socially significant diseases (drug addiction, tuberculosis, hepatitis).

PROJET POUR LA GOUVERNANCE ET DEMOCRATIE PARTICIPATIVE AU GUATEMALA
AGENCE FRANCAISE DE DEVELOPPEMENT (AFD)
France
Central and Latin America, Guatemala
In partnership with Terre des Hommes France and Movimiento Tzuk Kim Pop, the project addresses issues affecting the rights of women and young people, focusing on their low participation in decision-making spaces and their non-recognition as legitimate actors. It also responds to the need to strengthen the capacity of women and young people in terms of citizen participation, good governance, and accountability of their rights through existing legal mechanisms. The initiative aims at stimulating or reinforcing dynamics, from the local to the regional level, so that young people and women can participate in the different decision-making bodies, carry out advocacy actions to assert their rights, and present proposals that address their issues and thus to be considered as legitimate actors in both social and political life.

PROGRAM PEDULI
KEMITRAAN
Asia
The objective of the Program Peduli, based in Indonesia, is to improve social inclusion in communities that are marginalized because of geographical, social and political factors. Peduli aims to help these communities by increasing access to services & social assistance, plus improving social acceptance and inclusion policies. ‘Peduli’ translates as care. Civil society partners implement localized strategies to improve access to government services, increase social acceptance, participate in community processes and strengthen social inclusion policy at the national and sub-national level.

PROJET POUR LA BONNE GOUVERNANCE ET LA DEMOCRATIE PARTICIPATIVE AU GUATEMALA
AGENCE FRANCAISE DE DEVELOPPEMENT (AFD)
France
Central and Latin America, Guatemala
In partnership with Terre des Hommes France and Movimiento Tzuk Kim Pop, the project addresses issues affecting the rights of women and young people, focusing on their low participation in decision-making spaces and their non-recognition as legitimate actors. It also responds to the need to strengthen the capacity of women and young people in terms of citizen participation, good governance, and accountability of their rights through existing legal mechanisms. The initiative aims at stimulating or reinforcing dynamics, from the local to the regional level, so that young people and women can participate in the different decision-making bodies, carry out advocacy actions to assert their rights, and present proposals that address their issues and thus to be considered as legitimate actors in both social and political life.
REGIONAL HOUSING PROGRAMME (RHP)  
COUNCIL OF EUROPE DEVELOPMENT BANK (CEB)  
International Organization  
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Croatia  
Over 3 million people were displaced within and beyond the borders of former Yugoslavia as a result of the armed conflict of the 1990s. The Regional Housing Programme provides housing to vulnerable persons who were displaced during these conflicts and have been living in difficult conditions ever since. Over 4,500 vulnerable families have received a decent home thanks to the Programme.

SUPPORT. DON’T PUNISH: LOCAL ACTIONS, GLOBAL VOICE  
INTERNATIONAL DRUG POLICY CONSORTIUM (IDPC)  
United Kingdom  
International  
The objective of the Support. Don’t Punish campaign is to support civil society to mobilize and advocate for health, human rights, and development-oriented drug policy reforms. Since 2013, it has provided capacity building tools to hundreds of local partners to put health, human rights, and development on the political agenda.

SUSTAINABLE CITIES PROGRAM  
SUSTAINABLE CITIES INSTITUTE (SCI)  
Brazil  
Latin and Central America, Brazil  
The Sustainable Cities Program was created in 2011 spurred by the initiative of organized civil society. The aim is to contribute to the sustainability of Brazilian cities and to improve the quality of life and the well-being of the population in general. The main focus is to assist public managers with urban planning tools and methodologies to adopt a systemic and integrated approach of territory.

TRADE FOR PEACE  
WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION (WTO)  
International Organization  
International, Ethiopia, Somalia, Djibouti, Eritrea, Kenya  
The Trade for Peace project aims to offer an innovative approach to peacebuilding in the Horn of Africa region, defined by making multilateral trade a base for peacebuilding efforts. The initiative applies a conception of security that goes beyond the traditional state-centric perspective through a more people-centered conception, underlining the importance of empowering individuals and groups to benefit from economic growth and development.

WAN FAMBUL = NATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR INCLUSIVE GOVERNANCE AND LOCAL DEVELOPMENT  
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT, SIERRA LEONE  
Africa, Sierra Leone  
Wan Fambul Framework is designed to facilitate inclusive governance, community-centered, sustainable rural development leading to resilient and cohesive communities across Sierra Leone. The process has built structures to resolve long-standing conflict and engage communities to champion their own recovery and development.

YOUTH DRIVING DEMOCRATIC CHANGE  
OSLO CENTER  
Norway  
Africa, Kenya  
The Mombasa Youth Assemblies is a youth initiative From Mombasa, Kenya. It engages youth who felt excluded from society and that their voices were not heard. The project raises their voice and helps them take their place in society, thereby building and encouraging a culture of democracy and helping to hold the government and stakeholders accountable to the youth population.
AÉRO BIODIVERSITÉ
AÉROPORT DE PARIS (GROUPE ADP)
France
Europe, France
Actors of air transport and scientists decided to unit to share their commitment to environment. This cooperation gives them the opportunity to look the integration and interaction of the airline industry with its milieu through fresh eyes. The safety of people and property is the key concern in their thinking, actions, and advices.

CLEAN GAMES
CLEAN GAMES
Russia
International
Clean Games is engaged in the development of environmental volunteer opportunities and their further scaling. The activities are primarily games that help participants get involved in environmental volunteering or environmental education, using modern methods of delivery through innovative design, gaming and mobile technologies. The Clean Games project has created a network of organizers of environmental events through which they distribute information about other environmental volunteer and educational opportunities. The activity is carried out in more than 200 cities in Russia, as well as in India, Ukraine, Nigeria, Vietnam, Japan and China.

CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE EASTERN HIMALAYAS: COMMUNITY-BASED TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE TO SUPPORT BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

CENTER OF BIODIVERSITY AND INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE (CBIK)
China
Asia, China
In recent years, climate change and its impacts on biodiversity have become gradually obvious in the Himalayan region. This project aims to develop a community-based biodiversity conservation plan based on the traditional ecological knowledge in the Eastern Tibetan Himalayas of North-West Yunnan Province (China) in order to assist in effectively and sustainably responding to the impacts of climate change on biodiversity.

WISDOM IN NATURE
THE MOHAMED BIN ZAYED SPECIES CONSERVATION FUND
United Arab Emirates
Middle East, United Arab Emirates
The vision of Wisdom in Nature is to establish an environmentally active and passionate society contributing to sustaining species and their environment locally and globally. This will be accomplished by leveraging a network of conservationists to actively engage in Abu Dhabi cultural identity and heritage, stimulating interest in natural sciences, and reaching out to youth to raise conservation awareness.
ECOSYSTEMS, COMPANIES, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: RATING IN PROTECTION THE EARTH
SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL UNION (SEU)
Russia
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Russia
In line with the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the objective is to assess the environmental impact of companies on the biosphere. The major companies of Russia and Kazakhstan have already been evaluated. The project can contribute to more social responsibility and corporate transparency of business in each country of the world, for each transnational company.

FORECAST-BASED FINANCING: AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH FOR BETTER PREPAREDNESS OF DROUGHT IN SAHEL REGION
FRENCH RED CROSS
France
Africa, Niger
Africa’s Sahel region faces complex and interconnected challenges including the food insecurity, climate change and political fragility. The project aims to adopt the Forecast-based Financing (FbF) approach to enhance the preparedness for the food security crisis and thus contribute to addressing the protracted humanitarian crisis in the region.

H2GROW
WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME (WFP)
Germany
International
Started in 2016, H2Grow offers adapted and affordable hydroponic solutions to communities in development and emergency contexts, so that they can grow food anywhere and increase their dietary diversity while generating sustainable livelihood opportunities.

IN CLIMATE NEGOTIATIONS
GLOBAL GREEN GROWTH INSTITUTE
South Korea
International
The Least Developed Countries (LDCs) comprises 47 countries that are most economically and environmentally vulnerable to climate change. Together, their voice in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) negotiations is critical to ensure that their realities are reflected in the final outcomes. The Climate Diplomacy project provides the LDC group with technical assistance in the mitigation and transparency negotiations under the Paris Agreement Work Programme.

LIVING IN HARMONY: MITIGATING HUMAN-WILDLIFE CONFLICT
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND (WWF)
Indonesia
Asia, Indonesia
The elephant population in Aceh Province in Indonesia keeps decreasing due to frequent conflict with humans. At the same time, Aceh is the best example in Asia of the transformation of violent human conflict into an enduring peace. This project is aimed to highlight Human-Elephant Conflict as a possible solution to mitigate the conflict.
LUCID WATERS AND LUSH MOUNTAINS ARE INVALUABLE ASSETS
MINISTRY OF ECOLGY AND ENVIRONMENT, DEPARTMENT OF NATURE AND ECOLOGY CONSERVATION
China
Asia, China
Bearing the concept that “Lucid Waters and Lush Mountains are Invaluable Assets” in mind, efforts have been made to address issues of pollutions by deepening the construction of ecological civilization. In this regard, the Chinese government has adopted series of measures that have positive effect, including establishing China National Committee for Biodiversity Conservation and China National Biodiversity Conservation Strategy and Action Plan, developing China’s target system and action plans for biodiversity conservation, identifying and strictly observing ecological red lines and priority areas for biodiversity conservation.

MULTILATERAL NEGOTIATION DATABASE
by CENTRE FOR MULTILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS
Germany
International
Due to the rotating nature of multilateral summits, knowledge, and experience on the facilitation of multilateral negotiations is lost every year. The Multilateral Negotiation Database is an online platform offering to hosts and stakeholders best practices and advice to guide through complex multilateral settings. The overall objective is to foster deeper cooperation on key transnational challenges.

POST-2020 BIODIVERSITY FRAMEWORK
EXPERTISE FRANCE
France
International
The project Post-2020 Biodiversity Framework supports about twenty countries outside the European Union in the preparation of their participation in the COP15 on biodiversity which will be held in 2020 in Kunming in China and in the implementation of the commitments that will be made.

PROGRAMME D’EFFICACITÉ ENERGÉTIQUE DANS LES BÂTIMENTS (PEEB)
AGENCE FRANCAISE DE DEVELOPPEMENT (AFD)
France
International
The Programme d’Efficacité Énergétique dans les Bâtiments aims to stimulate and support the transformation of the building sector towards greater energy efficiency in countries with emerging and developing economies. It is a technical cooperation mechanism providing innovative international financing solutions, supporting national public policies and contributing to the structuring and support of projects.

PROTECTING HALF THE PLANET: A NEW HIGH SEAS BIODIVERSITY TREATY
HIGH SEAS ALLIANCE (HSA)
United States of America
International
The goal of the High Seas Alliance is to support an effective framework that allows for the successful management and conservation of biodiversity in the high seas; This would have benefits, not just for livelihoods and species in the high seas, but for citizens and ecosystems around the world, while also demonstrating that multilateralism and the rule of law can still work for the greater good.

SECURE AND PRINCIPLED DATA GOVERNANCE IN CONSERVATION
PANTHERA
United States of America
International
As the technology used to monitor wildlife populations and crimes in protected areas advanced over the previous decades, NGOs have been collecting broad swaths of data without field-recognized standards for how to manage data. The project proposes the creation of a working group composed of representatives from across the conservation and adjacent fields, in order to establish standards for data governance.
**SUSTAINABILITY - STABILITY - SECURITY / COOPERATION BETWEEN ECOLE DE GUERRE AND WWF FRANCE**

**WORLD WILDLIFE FUND (WWF) FRANCE**

*Europe, France*

The purpose is to develop a common understanding and narrative on the links between environmental degradation and local (and global) insecurity. Recognizing that these concerns are interlinked will help to be better addressed by decision-makers and to prevent conflicts.

---

**WATER, PEACE AND SECURITY**

**WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE (WRI)**

*The Netherlands*

*International*

In recent years, the linkages between water and conflict have received heightened attention in global discourse. The Water, Peace, and Security project develops new tools and services to enable relevant public, private, and civil society actors to timely and effectively address the threats and benefits of water-related cooperation and peacebuilding.

---

**THE KNOWLEDGE PARTNERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE (PSII)**

**ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD)**

*International Organization*

*International*

In order to advance evidence-based analysis of the interaction between sustainability and inclusiveness goals, and to accelerate the transformation of infrastructure, The Knowledge Partnership for Sustainable and Inclusive Infrastructure brings together different stakeholders across the extensive OECD knowledge communities. The Partnership will capitalize on the many different work streams in the current OECD work program.

---

**WECECAM**

**GUILDE EUROPENNE DU RAID**

*France*

*Africa, Cameroon*

The Guilde supports since 2011 Solidarité Technologique in the implementation of the first recycling branch of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) in Central Africa. The WEEE are a type of categories giving major problems to developing countries: a rapid growth as well as management constraints because of its toxic elements. A first processing and recycling center has opened in Yaoundé, Cameroon, in 2012.

---

**THE LION’S SHARE**

**UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (UNDP)**

*International Organization*

*International*

Earth is facing its 6th mass extinction: 1 million species could soon be wiped out. The Lion’s Share initiative aims to create a global movement for business and consumer behavioral change benefitting wildlife conservation. With an innovative scheme facilitating private sector financing, The Lion’s Share encourages advertisers who feature animals in their ads to donate funds that are then reinvested in conservation work.
A DAY FOR DIGITAL PEACE

DIGITAL PEACE NOW
United States of America
International

Digital Peace Now is a global policy campaign urging world leaders to create a safer cyberspace. The increase in nation-state cyber-attacks is a major global governance challenge of our time. This serves as an important reminder for why digital peace is needed in every corner of the world. Citizens must be a part of this conversation and require a meaningful and visible platform for action. Today, we need to globally recognize the urgency for digital peace in the online world.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO PREVENT GENDER VIOLENCE

ANKAWA INTERNATIONAL
Peru
Latin and Central America, Peru

Artificial Intelligence to Prevent Gender Violence is a new software program which can serve as a real-time gender violence observatory in Peru. Using and analyzing data from a vast number of sources, it can assess the probabilities of gender violence and empower women in fragile situations though policy-mapping. This online platform can also be used to encourage policymakers to effectively fight and prevent gender violence in their jurisdiction.

CLOSING THE DIGITAL GENDER GAP IN AFRICA

UNITED NATIONS ENTITY FOR GENDER EQUALITY AND THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN (UN WOMEN)
International Organization
International Organization, Ethiopia

African Girls Can Code Initiative AGCCI 2018-2022 aims to close the digital gender gap in Africa by equipping young girls with digital literacy, coding, and personal development skills. It trains young girls and places them on track to for an education and career in Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) and coding, through coding camps targeting African girls, and promoting mainstream ICT, coding, and gender into national curricula, national media campaigns, and online digital platform. Two regional camps were already organized for 131 young girls in 2018 and 2019.

CO-INFORM

SCYTL ON BEHALF ON THE CO-INFORM CONSORTIUM
Sweden
Europe

The Co-Inform project contributes towards the ambitious goals of tackling misinformation on social media by focusing on a trans-European, multidisciplinary effort targeting three key stakeholder groups: policymakers, journalists, and citizens. The objective is to foster informed and engaged communities, which constitute the foundations of a healthy democracy, and together find a solution to misinformation.

CYBER POLICY PORTAL

UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR DISARMAMENT RESEARCH (UNIDIR)
Switzerland
International

Launched in January 2019 and currently used in more than 150 countries, the Cyber Policy Portal is an online reference tool for policymakers and experts, that maps the cybersecurity and cybersecurity-related policy landscape and offers critical information in the cybersecurity policy arena.
CYBERSECURITY FOR THE DEFENSE OF DEMOCRACY
MICROSOFT
United States of America
International
Protecting democratic processes and institutions is critical to ensuring the resilience of our democratic societies. To this end, Microsoft aims to put cybersecurity to work for the defense of democracy. Through this project, Microsoft seeks to highlight the work being done by the multistakeholder community to realize the promise of the 2018 Paris Call for Trust & Security in Cyberspace.

GLOBAL CIVIC FORUM ON BUILDING SHARED ETHICAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE GOVERNANCE ON AI
THE FUTURE SOCIETY
United States of America
International
To holistically govern the rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and ensure that UNESCO plays a unique role in strengthening the foundations for lasting peace and sustainable development, a conversation bringing together Member States, citizens, practitioners, policymakers, and other key stakeholders is necessary. To be fruitful, this discussion can take the format of a civic forum, which will be anchored in a robust collective intelligence methodology to bring together a strong set of communities and partners.

GLOBAL TRANSPARENCY INITIATIVE
KASPERSKY
Russia
International
In a digitalized, hyper-connected world, there is a need for digital trust and digital ethics—a global framework that applies to everyone. Launched in 2017, Kaspersky’s Global Transparency Initiative (GTI) promotes new industry standards together with its partners and independent third parties to ensure higher transparency, accountability and the concept of verifiable trust—clear verification and trust-building measures in cybersecurity.

GOALHUB
CRYPTO ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION
Lithuania
International
GoalHub is a crowdsourcing platform for key players in the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) spectrum. It provides access to new partners and tools, creates new knowledge networks, and allows interactive modeling and cooperation between civil society and the private sector.

MEXICO’S SCHOOL RECONSTRUCTION MAP
INSTITUT MEXICANO PARA LA COMPETITIVIDAD A. C.
Mexico
Latin and Central America, Mexico
The School Reconstruction Map is a web app that supports the building of organizational capacities in the reconstruction of schools damaged by the earthquake that struck Mexico in 2017. Its goal includes expanding cooperation between public and private stakeholders, enhancing accountability, and facilitating transparency in the allocation of funds and the processes to rebuild education infrastructure. The main tool of this app is an interactive map that includes 19,971 schools that were damaged by the earthquake.

OKA: FACILITATING MIGRANT ACCESS TO INFORMATION
IGARAPE INSTITUTE
Brazil
Latin and Central America, Brazil
Information is one of the first casualties of displacement crises. The OKA mobile phone app fills part of this knowledge gap by providing up to date geolocated data on federal-level public services in Brazil in areas such as housing, education, health, social, and legal assistance, communities, employment, and emergencies for voluntary and forced migrants.
**P2PR2P**
**DANAIDES**
*France*

*International, Libya, Syria*

P2R2P is an application designed to support a distributed system of aid delivery which preserves the independence of the civil society in countries at war. It secures requests, matches and dispatches knowledge, relationships and resources, through a myriad of small trusted channels and shares resources between all vetted actors, in and out of conflict zones.

---

**SINGAPORE’S APPROACH TO HUMAN-CENTRIC AI**
**INFOCOMM MEDIA DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE (IMDA)**
*Asia, Singapore*

The vision of Singapore’s Approach to Human-Centric AI is to help Singapore foster public trust in AI as well as to address the ethical and governance challenges arising from the use of AI while enabling pervasive and widespread AI adaptation. This approach comprises three interlinked and multidisciplinary initiatives: A governance framework, an experienced and respected international advisory body, and cutting-edge academic research.

---

**THE CHRISTCHURCH PRINCIPLES**
**THE HELEN CLARK FOUNDATION**
*New Zealand*

*International*

Conceived in the wake of the atrocity in Christchurch on 15 March 2019, the Christchurch Principles aim to foster international cooperation to combat the spread of violent, hateful, and harmful content on online platforms. The project articulates key principles and explores the concrete steps needed to turn these principles into coordinated and effective action.

---

**THE INTEGRITY APP**
**DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FÜR INTERNATIONALE ZUSAMMENARBEIT (GIZ)**
*Germany*

*International*

The Integrity App is an innovative, user-friendly, and effective solution that allows small and medium-sized Enterprises to self-assess their level of compliance in integrity and then guides them to appropriate tools and resources to strengthen their capacities. It facilitates access to potential supply chain partners and influences their value chain, improves business profitability and corporate image, and promotes a transparent and reliable business environment.

---

**TRACY OF SWEDEN**
**TRACY OF SWEDEN & PALLISCO**
*Sweden*

*International*

The project combats illegal logging through use of tree recognition technology which enables the organization to trace the origin of each tree. This tool can help to stop the trade of illegally worked and stolen wood and raise awareness among the consumers on the origin of trees.

---

**TRANSPARENCY IN RECONSTRUCTION**
**FIDEICOMISO FUERZA MEXICO**
*Mexico*

*Latin and Central America, Mexico*

The objective is to ensure that the resources donated by business and international organizations in response to the effects of the earthquake in Mexico in 2017, designated to assist the reconstruction of affected populations are allocated and administered in an effective and transparent manner.
TSG TECHNOLOGY TOOLS FOR PEACE-BUILDING
THE SHAIKH GROUP
Cyprus
Middle East
To revolutionize peace-building efforts in the MENA region, the TSG project aims to increase the use of technology in peacebuilding mechanisms. The project consists of creating a cross-industry peace-building platform to generate new ideas for positively affecting conflict outcomes and identify problems faced by peacebuilders that can be solved through technology.
INCLUSIVE ECONOMY

ALLIANCE 8.7 - GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP TO END FORCED LABOR, MODERN SLAVERY, HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND CHILD LABOR
INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION (ILO)
International Organization
International

Alliance 8.7 is a global and multi-stakeholder partnership launched in 2016 to achieve a world without forced labor, modern slavery, human trafficking, and child labor by 2030. It has now 217 partners and operates with 4 Action Groups on the global level, addressing root causes of these human rights violations in the context of conflict and humanitarian crisis, supply chains, migration, and the rule of law and governance.

BUILDING A MULTILATERAL CONVERSATION & COLLABORATION PLATFORM BETWEEN SOUTH-SOUTH COOPERATION & THE ‘BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVES’
NEW INTELLECT TECHNOLOGY INC., LTD
China
Asia, China

Based on the principle of multilateralism, the platform provides an equal ground for transnational and transcultural dialogues for countries associated with South-South Cooperation, as well as organizations, institutions, media, professionals, and actors interested in regional and global affairs. The multilateral conversation and collaboration platform between South-South Cooperation & the “Belt and Road Initiatives” scopes to address the contemporary challenges in regional security and stability, growth and development, and adaptation to climate change.

BUY FROM WOMEN DIGITAL PLATFORM FOR SMALLHOLDER FARMERS IN MALI
UNITED NATIONS ENTITY FOR GENDER EQUALITY AND THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN (UN WOMEN)
International Organization
International, Mali

Gender-based violence and inequalities hinder empowerment of women and girls as well as deprive the Sahel of the potential contributions of more than half its population. Created in 2017, Buy from Women Digital Platform for Smallholder Farmers in Mali aims to strengthen governance, improve security and building resilience by investing in women and job creation.

D50 ENTERPRISE DIGITAL ECONOMY SUMMIT
CHINA ELECTRONICS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (CECC)
China
Asia, China

Based on the Charter of the United Nations and established international norms, the Enterprise Digital Economy Summit of Fifty Countries (D50) advocates for the principles of equity and justness, openness and transparency, co-negotiation, co-construction and mutual sharing, jointly establishing a consensus platform for dialogue, communication, cooperation and development among the global digital economies.

DEVELOPMENT OF A DEDICATED HUMANITARIAN CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT TO DE-RISK INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT IN FRAGILE CONTEXTS
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM (IHIP)
International

Post emergency situations due to regional resources and climate instability are expanding, creating displaced populations in many countries, oftentimes with no “back to normal” solution available. The IHIP initiative implements a platform-based network of qualified actors and resources for successful infrastructure project development in post emergency context, harmonizing private sector and humanitarian approaches mainly through the form of contract for construction.
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL REINTEGRATION WITH A COMMUNITY, TERRITORIAL AND SOLIDARITY-BASED ECONOMY APPROACH

Agirre Lehendakaria Center and LKS-ALECOP

Colombia

Central and Latin America, Colombia

The project aims to contribute to the collective, social and economic reintegration of former FARC members into civilian life by strengthening ECOMUN and its cooperatives and articulating this process at the territorial level. This will foster alliances between the different actors of the territory focusing on the community, solidarity and social economy. To this end, the capacities and organizational skills of ECOMUN, as a cooperative group, will be strengthened, so that it can provide guidance to the cooperatives.

GIRL’S EDUCATION AND WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT AND LIVELIHOOD (GEWELL) PROJECT

WORLD BANK GROUP

International Organization

International, Zambia

Fighting the dual challenges of poverty and gender inequality is essential to the achievement of inclusive growth and lasting peace. Girls’ Education and Women’s Empowerment and Livelihood (GEWELL) is an innovative response to the dual challenge of poverty and gender inequality for rural women and girls in Zambia. The design draws on rigorous evidence and the practical implications of delivering an effective program at scale in a low-income setting. To date, GEWELL has reached out more than 50,000 extremely poor girls and women.

IMPACT HUB KHARTOUM

IMPACT HUB KHARTOUM

Sudan

Africa, Sudan

Impact Hub Khartoum (IHK) is a social innovation lab that brings together entrepreneurs with the shared workspace, community, programs, and events needed to advance their ideas and create new collaborations. IHK aims to be a launchpad for startups by providing curated programming that addresses core issues and offers learning opportunities, including incubation and acceleration programs to provide clear and measurable success.

KAKUMA AS A MARKETPLACE: PRIVATE SECTOR SOLUTIONS FOR REFUGEES AND HOST COMMUNITIES

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (IFC)

United States

Africa, Kenya

In 2018, IFC, in collaboration with UNHCR, published a study on the Kakuma refugee camp in Kenya to assess its market potential and identify business opportunities and bottlenecks for the private sector. Based on the findings of the Kakuma study, IFC plans to launch the Kakuma Kalobeyi Challenge Fund (KKCF), a competitive financing mechanism that aims to incentivize private sector investments in the refugee-hosting areas of Kakuma and Kalobeyi to enable better economic integration of displaced populations and their hosts. The project will be implemented over a period of five years and will bring about needed innovations which will be critical in responding to the global refugee crisis.
NATIONAL FINANCING VEHICLES: INCREASING THE FLOW OF CLIMATE FINANCE
GLOBAL GREEN GROWTH INSTITUTE (GGGI)
International Organization
International
The central challenge to financing the green growth transformation in developing countries is to develop bankable projects or commercially attractive investment opportunities. The initiative aims to develop and design these projects for bankability through deep financial and structuring expertise and sectoral expertise.

NIÑASTEM PUEDEN
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD)
International Organization
International
NiñaSTEM Pueden seeks to facilitate more equal representation of men and women in scientific fields for the purpose of more equitable, inclusive growth and development. The project aims to increase the exposure of young girls to different topics and careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics through mentoring programs.

ONE COUNTRY, ONE PRODUCT, ONE CHEF, ONE PLATE: CONNECTING CONSUMERS AND FARMERS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE (ITC)
International Organization
International
The International Trade Centre, the World Tourism Organization, and the Basque Culinary Center are collaborating to promote and support small farmers and food artisans in developing countries, especially in the least developed countries (LDCs), to develop new and innovative projects, upscale existing products, and create closer linkages between the consumers and the tourism industry.

SADA’S WOMEN’S COOPERATIVE
UNITED NATIONS ENTITY FOR GENDER EQUALITY AND THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN (UN WOMEN), INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION (ILO)
International Organization
International, Organization, Turkey
SADA Women’s Cooperative aims to strengthen the resilience of Syrian women and girls and their host communities. Implemented in 2019, the program is an inclusive business initiative engaging refugee and local community women, providing a collective income generation mechanism for crisis-affected women.

SEMED EMPOWER YOUTH PROGRAMME
EUROPEAN BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT (EBRD)
United Kingdom
Middle East, Jordan, Egypt
Youth unemployment in the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean (SEMED) region is a fundamental issue. The SEMED Empower Youth Program aims to tackle youth unemployment in a holistic way by supporting employability and youth entrepreneurship. The main objective is to increase the capacity of small businesses to recruit and retain young skilled labor and open up new opportunities for young entrepreneurs.

SLINGSHOT IMPACT ASSESSMENT
SLINGSHOT MEMPHIS
United States of America
North America, United States of America
Slingshot Impact Assessment (SIA) fights against poverty by promoting a results-driven ecosystem. The SIA accurately and cost-effectively estimates the social impact and help organizations build their measurement capacity.
THE GLOBAL PROGRAM TO ALLEVIATE THE POVERTY AMONG REFUGEES AND HOST COMMUNITIES
UNited Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
International Organization

The Global Coalition to Alleviate Poverty and Host Communities was formed in 2018, in response to the increasing number of refugees and host communities living in poverty globally. The overall objective is to alleviate the poverty of 500,000 refugees and host communities in 35 countries within 5 years by sustainably increasing income opportunities.

TOURISME EN TEMPS DE PAIX
NOuvelle CoLombie
France
Latin and Central America, Colombia

Tourisme en temps de paix trains and empowers young marginalized Colombians who were victims of armed conflicts (peasants, indigenous fighters, former soldiers, internally displaced persons) as tour operators. The project contributes to post-conflict peacebuilding, rehabilitation, and reconciliation processes within the community while strengthening the tourism sector in Colombia.

ULTRAPOOR GRADUATION INITIATIVE
BRAC USA
United States of America
International

Launched in 2013, the Ultra-Poor Graduation Initiative aims to position Graduation as a key driver to end poverty in all its forms. It provides technical expertise to governments and other NGOs to enable adoption of quality Graduation programs, and advocates for a global shift in priority toward the ultra-poor in policy-making arenas. The Graduation approach has been developed in 14 countries to date.

XTRAPAY - A THANK YOU TO THE FARMER
DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FÜR INTERNATIONALE ZUSAMMENARBEIT (GIZ)
Germany
Africa, Ghana

XtraPay aims to make value chains more transparent, reduce social inequality and make mobile money – and thus financial inclusion— accessible to farm workers in the Global South. Consumers can better know the origin of the products and pay more fairly the producers through a voluntary bonus payment system, available on mobile phone. Consumers therefore can contribute to fair trading practices and better production conditions.
FAIRE REVIVRE L’ESPRIT DE MOSSOUL
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO)
International Organization
International Organization, Iraq
Faire revivre l’esprit de Mossoul has the overarching objective of contributing to achieving inclusive social, economic, and environmental sustainability, as well as building peace, through an integrated approach to the recovery of the city in its human dimensions.

FESTIVAL À SAHEL OUVERT
ASSOCIATION GLOBE
France
Africa, Senegal
The project Festival à Sahel Ouvert aims to use culture to foster economic development in Mbour. It creates a festival around theatre, music, dance, and cinema to enhance the appropriation of the cultural heritage of the population and the associated economic opportunities.

FOOTBALL4PEACE KOREA
FOOTBALL4PEACE KOREA
South Korea
Asia, South Korea
Football4Peace Korea strives to achieve peace and education through sport, increase mutual understanding by bringing participants, encourage children to internalize learnings from the sports field, realize peace values, and instill in participants tools for peaceful conflict resolution.

GET HEARD
YOUTH EMPOWERED SOCIETY (YES)
Morocco
Africa, Morocco
Get Heard is an independent youth initiative aiming to empower women and to prevent gender-based violence. It highlights the existing laws and norms protecting women from sexual harassment, violence, and extortion. It encourages them to report acts of violence. It teaches them to broadcast their stories by creating their own podcasts. So far, 120 women have benefited from the training provided on the platform.
INDIAN ROAD SAFETY CAMPAIGN
SOLVE
India
Asia, India
The Indian Road Safety Campaign works to reduce road accidents in India half by 2020. The objective is to engage stakeholders across the nation to fight the problem of the negligence of road safety practices.

L’ART DU DIALOGUE. DIALOGUE DES ARTS
DIALOGUE DU TRIANON
Russia
Russia, France
For this project, the Trianon Dialogue, launched by Presidents Poutine and Macron in May 2017, highlights the role of cultural institutions in political and diplomatic dialogues between Russia and France. Several initiatives of cultural cooperation are on the agenda, such as the Musicales franco-russes of Toulouse or the first edition of Trianon startups organized at the Château of Versailles.

MINERVA EDUCATION
MINERVA EDUCATION
Jordan
Middle East, Jordan
Minerva Education focuses on empowering local education capacity in the Middle East through the development of recognized and reliable digital education resources that are benchmarked against both local and international standards.

PARLIAMENTWATCH NETWORK
ABGEORDNETENWATCH.DE
Germany
Europe, Germany
Only transparency can help to restore trust between citizens and their representatives. The platform Parliamentwatch brings citizens and politicians closer to one another, rebuilding trust and dialogue. The principle is easy: voters and citizens can talk and ask questions to their MPs online at any time and during elections. The platform is now considered as a major actor in the democratic life in Germany. Over 200,000 questions have been asked on the platform since its creation and around 2 million persons visit the site each year.

RADIO AL SALAM
GUILDE EUROPENNE DU RAID
France
Middle-East, Iraq
Radio Al-Salam 94.3 FM is local radio fully dedicated to displaced, refugees, and returned to the North of Iraq. Beyond the humanitarian crisis the need has been expressed for a media created by and for refugees or displaced. Founded in March 2015, the Radio Al-Salaam has become the voice of their difficulties, concerns, and hopes.

RAPID RESPONSE MECHANISM FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN EMERGENCIES
GLOBAL PLATFORM FOR SYRIAN STUDENTS
Portugal
International
The Rapid Response Mechanism for Higher Education in Emergencies (RRM) is a multi-stakeholder project in the making, aimed at providing more, better, and faster academic opportunities for students who are either in vulnerable situations or face humanitarian emergencies created by wars, conflicts, and natural disasters.

SCHOOL OF PEACE
SERVICIOS Y ASESORIA PARA LA PAZ, A. C. – SERAPAZ
Mexico
Latin and Central America, Mexico
The School for Peace aims to strengthen the capacities of local activities from different social, cultural, and geographic contexts both in and beyond Mexico. This enhancement enables them to be actors of change for the improvement of social conditions in their communities and for the transformation of the structural causes of the conflicts they experience.
THE HAGUE INTERNATIONAL MODEL
UNITED NATIONS IN QATAR (THIMUN QATAR)
QATAR FOUNDATION
Qatar
Middle East, Qatar
The Model United Nations Conference is organized each year in the Middle East for high school students. This conference enhances the global citizenship and diplomatic skills of the students and contributes to the awareness and achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABIDJAN PRINCIPLES ON THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION
RIGHT TO EDUCATION INITIATIVE
France
International
The Abidjan Principles project compiles and interprets existing human rights law and standards in order to provide guidance on how to put them into practice, in the context of the rapid expansion of private sector involvement in education.

TRANSCULTURA
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
Organisation internationale
Central and Latin America, Cuba
This action aims to build bridges across the peoples and cultures in the region and with the European Union. In particular, targeting youth from all the linguistic areas of the Caribbean region, the programme will improve skills and expand opportunities of cultural professionals through people-to-people exchanges and knowledge transfer between Cuba, the region and the EU.

WEB RADIO MAROC CULTURE
COOPERATIVE AGENCE ESSAOUIRA COMMUNICATION
Morocco
Africa, Morocco
Maroc Culture is a web radio focused on cultural policy founded in 2019. It offers a media space to rural youth willing to share their achievements in the cultural field. The aim is both to enhance the interest of young people in cultural issues as well as to provide insights into Moroccan culture and heritage.
THE PARIS PEACE FORUM IS AN INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION FUNDED BY INTERNATIONAL DONORS

As a global and multi-stakeholder initiative, the Paris Peace Forum ensures its independence through funding from international partners, mostly non-governmental.

The Paris Peace Forum is an NGO founded in March 2018, and organized around three bodies: The Executive Committee, the Steering Committee and the Circle of Partners.

The Executive Committee is composed of the eight founding members of the Paris Peace Forum. They decide on the overall organization of the annual event as well as oversee the implementation of activities of the Paris Peace Forum.

The Steering Committee is composed of sixteen international experts with specialization in various aspects of global governance, with balanced gender and geographical representation. They support the Executive Committee in defining the strategic orientation of the Paris Peace Forum.

The Circle of Partners is composed of benefactor, institutional and media partners. They are invited to contribute recommendations to the Executive Committee on the strategic orientation of the Paris Peace Forum.
Composition of the Executive Committee

Pascal LAMY | Mo Ibrahim Foundation
President of the Paris Peace Forum.
Member of the Board at the Foundation Mo Ibrahim.

Nora MÜLLER | Körber Foundation
Vice President of the Paris Peace Forum.
Executive Director of International Affairs and Director of the Berlin Office at the Körber Foundation.

Vanessa SCHERRER | Sciences Po Paris
Vice President of the Paris Peace Forum.
Vice President for International Affairs at Sciences Po.

Michel DUCLOS | Institut Montaigne
Treasurer of the Paris Peace Forum.
French diplomat at Institute Montaigne.

Edna JAIME TREVINO | México Evalúa
Director at México Evalúa.

Mohan KUMAR | Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS)
Chairman at RIS New Delhi.

Thierry de MONTBRIAL | Institut français des relations internationales (Ifri)
President at Ifri, since its foundation in 1979.

André PARANT | French Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Deputy Secretary-General at the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Composition of the Steering Committee

Trisha SHETTY India | Founder | NGO SheSays | President of the Steering Committee

Igor YURGENS Russia | Chairman of the Management Board | Institute of Contemporary Development | Vice President of the Steering Committee

Fauziya ALI Kenya | Founder and President | Women in International Security-Horn of Africa

Haifa Dia AL-ATTIA Jordan | Vice President for Growth and Regional Expansion of Luminus Education and CEO | Luminus Plus

CHEN Zhimin China | Professor | Fudan University

Renato FLORES Brazil | Member of the Board | Getulio Vargas Foundation

Patrick GASPARD United States | President | Open Society Foundations

Kristalina GEORGIEVA Bulgaria | Chief Executive Officer of the World Bank

Vasu GOUNDE South Africa | Founder and Executive Director | African Center for the Constructive Resolution of Disputes (ACCORD)

Rouba MHAISSEN Lebanon | Founder and Director of the Sawa Foundation

Stewart PATRICK United States | Director of the International Institutions and Global Governance Program | Council on Foreign Relations

Kenichiro SASAE Japan | President | Japan Institute of International Affairs

Gabriela RAMOS Mexico | Chief of Staff and G20 Sherpa | OECD

Martin TISNÉ United Kingdom | Managing Director of Luminate

Yenny WAHID Indonesia | Director of the Wahid Institute

Huiyao “Henry” WANG China | Founder and President | Center for China and Globalization
Composition of the Circle of Partners

**BENEFACTORS**

**In 2018, these Main Partners contributed up to 10% of the total budget:**
- Aga Khan Development Network
- Daphne Recanati Kaplan & Thomas S. Kaplan
- Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
- European Union
- Facebook
- Ford Foundation
- Google
- Luminate
- Microsoft
- Open Society Foundations

**In 2018, these Grand Partners contributed up to 6% of the total budget:**
- Axa
- Environment Agency – Abu Dhabi

**In 2018, these Regular Partners contributed up to 3% of the total budget:**
- Agence française de développement
- Allen & Overy
- Auditoire
- BNP Paribas
- Carnegie Corporation
- Calouste-Gulbenkian Foundation
- Global Challenges Foundation
- Robert Bosch Stiftung
- Stiftung Mercator
- The Rockefeller Foundation

**INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS**

- Club de Paris
- Council of Europe
- European Commission
- European Parliament
- Institut of International and Strategic Relations
- International Energy Agency
- International Chamber of Commerce
- International Committee of the Red Cross
- International Labour Organization
- International Monteray Fund
- International Organization of La Francophonie
- Mairie de Paris
- Open Government Partnership
- Organization for Economic, Cooperation and Development
- United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
- UN Global Compact
- United Nations Development Programme